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REVISED PROPOSAL DEADLINE:  Monday January 31, 2022, at 2:00 PM Central Time 

Addendum Item #1:  
Purpose of this Addendum is to publicize questions submitted within the required submission time 
frame with answers: 

NO 

 
QUESTIONS 

 
ANSWERS 

1 Vendor intends to provide a proposal for RFO 455-21-
1011/Salesforce Implementation Support Services (SISS) as 
a Prime Contractor.  However, vendor is currently on the 
apparent award list for DIR DBITS, and is working through 
contracting with DIR.  Vendor expects the contract to be 
complete ahead of the SISS award, but, nevertheless, would 
like to confirm that RRC will accept vendors proposal in 
vendor’s current negotiation status. 

Yes, RRC will accept the proposal. However, RRC 
cannot make any award for this solicitation until DIR 
contracts are in place. 

2 If vendor proposes executing the two workorders in parallel, 
will the review process specified in Section 2.9 allow for an 
Alternative Fuels Safety (AFS) deliverable to reviewed at 
the same time as an Environmental Permitting (EP) 
deliverable?  

Yes 

3 Will the EP workorder require data migration from EPS to 
Salesforce? 

Yes 

4 Will the AFS workorder require data migration from LIS to 
Salesforce?  

Yes 

5 Regarding LIS and EPS, how many tables and columns 
does each database contain? Approximately how many 
records? 

LIS has 321 tables, 4,271 columns, and 14 million 
records. EPS has 30 tables, 238 columns and 600,000 
records.  NOTE: The EPS numbers provided are only 
for the EPS data tables and do not include supplemental 
tables that feed dropdown boxes or lookup tables with 
information pulled from non-EPS databases. 

6 A requirement in Part 3 of Attachment 2 states "The system 
shall be capable of allowing an operator to submit GIS data 
and have the data be stored according to submission type."  
In what format is this GIS data submitted? Is it manually 
entered or is a file uploaded? If it's a file, what is the file 
type? 

Shape files 



  

 

All other aspects of the SOW# 455-21-1011 remain as is. 
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7 Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Attachment 6 references “POCs”. Is 
RRC requesting that the Vendor provide a Proof of Concept 
(POC) for one or both workorders? If yes, can RRC provide 
additional details for the POC request? 

RRC is requesting the Vendor provide a Proof of 
Concept for both Workorder 1 and 2. Vendor should 
provide a workplan with a detailed description that 
explains how they would complete the Proof of Concept 
for Workorders 1 & 2.  

8 Vendor assumes that the deliverables will not be completed 
in the numeric order given in Attachment 6, but will be 
completed in the order in which they fall during the normal 
course of development activities. Please confirm. 

The specific deliverables and the order of those 
deliverables can be proposed by the respondent 
according to what they think is best for the project  

9 There is no Deliverable 3 listed in Attachment 6, Pricing 
Worksheet. Please provide additional information on 
Deliverable 3. 

The numbering in the Pricing worksheet skips from Item 
2 to Item 4.  This is a numbering error and there is no 
item 3 to be priced. 

10 Where should vendor include the draft workplan for 
Workorders 1 & 2 in the RFO response? 

The draft workplan for Workorders 1 & 2 should be 
included as a part of section 3.1.4. 

11 Would RRC please consider an update to the proposal due 
date to be 10 business days after answers are released? To 
professionally incorporate answers to all questions, the 
vendor community needs time to update the responses based 
on RRC answers. 

RRC will extend the response deadline from 1/24/22 at 
2:00 to 1/31/22 at 2:00. 

12 What is the list of procured (and/or licenses) Salesforce 
features that RRC has acquired? 

RRC has Salesforce licenses in quantities to support 
adjacent / existing applications. 

• Lightning Platform Plus – Unlimited Edition 
• Customer Community Logins 
• Salesforce Shield 
• Government Cloud Premiere + Success Plan 

13 Does RRC have an incumbent to deliver the current 
migration work into Salesforce? 

There is a not an incumbent vendor as this is the initial 
solicitation for Salesforce Implementation Services and 
Support.  However, RRC does have active contracts that 
include development on the Salesforce platform as an 
element of the Mainframe Transformation effort. 

14 If an incumbent exists, who is the incumbent? N/A 

15 If an incumbent exists, is the incumbent in good standing 
with RRC? 

N/A 

16 If an incumbent exists, is the incumbent eligible to bid on 
this DBITS SOW? 

N/A 


